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Abstract

In recent years, researchers have developed
question-answering based approaches to auto-
matically evaluate system summaries, reporting
improved validity compared to word overlap-
based metrics like ROUGE, in terms of corre-
lation with human ratings of criteria including
fluency and hallucination. In this paper, we take
a closer look at one particular metric, Quest-
Eval, and ask whether: (1) it can serve as a
more general metric for long document simi-
larity assessment; and (2) a single correlation
score between metric scores and human ratings,
as the currently standard approach, is sufficient
for metric validation. We find that correlation
scores can be misleading, and that score dis-
tributions and outliers should be taken into ac-
count. With these caveats in mind, QuestEval
can be a promising candidate for long docu-
ment similarity assessment.

1 Introduction

Methods which can provide accurate estimates of
document content similarity are critical to tasks
such as news analysis and fact-checking (Shaar
et al., 2020). Researchers have proposed a broad
range of metrics to estimate document similarity
(Sai et al., 2020), from n-gram overlap metrics such
as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and Meteor (Lavie
and Agarwal, 2007) for machine translation, and
ROUGE (Lin, 2004) for automatic summarisation,
to embedding-based metrics such as BERTScore
(Zhang et al., 2020) and MoverScore (Zhao et al.,
2019). However, these metrics have been shown to
rely heavily on superficial features, correlate poorly
with human annotations, and perform poorly over
longer document pairs (Hanna and Bojar, 2021;
Balasubramanian et al., 2020; Kryscinski et al.,
2019; Koto et al., 2022).

A more radical recent proposal has been to
use question-answering (QA) based models (Wang
et al., 2020; Scialom et al., 2021), to automatically

Data Avg. Len. Doc 1 Avg. Len. Doc 2

ABC News 86 86
SemEval 535 535
SummEval 63 359

Table 1: Average document length (words) in each
dataset. In the case of SummEval, Doc 1 denotes a
summary while Doc 2 the source text.

generate question–answer pairs from a source doc-
ument, and estimate similarity by the proportion
of questions that can be successfully answered on
the basis of the target document. While such ap-
proaches were designed to evaluate automatic sum-
marisation in a reference-free manner, i.e., compare
a full (long) document with its (short) summary,
they can in principle be applied to arbitrary doc-
ument pairs. In this paper we ask whether the
QuestEval method (Scialom et al., 2021) scales
to varying-length document pairs, and in particu-
lar, can be used to calculate the similarity between
same length documents reliably. In other words,
we are comparing two evaluation settings: long–
short document pairs vs. documents of the same
length. In Table 1, we present the different docu-
ment length scenarios in terms of average length.

Consistent with other work on the evaluation of
similarity metrics (including the original QuestEval
paper), we explore this question by measuring the
Pearson correlation between the estimated similar-
ity scores and a gold standard. Pearson correlation
is notoriously susceptible to outliers (Sai et al.,
2020; Mathur et al., 2020), so in addition to the
raw correlation values, we perform detailed anal-
ysis of the distribution of the gold and predicted
similarity scores (via inspection of scatter plots).
We find that reported correlations can be inflated
by a small number of outliers, caused by a skewed
distribution in the gold standard, and are thus hot
fully reflective of the quality of QuestEval.

Our contributions are as follows: (1) we eval-



uate QuestEval on three different datasets, and
demonstrate that it is robust to increasing docu-
ment lengths; (2) we showcase the perils of pre-
senting Pearson correlation coefficients for metric
evaluation in isolation, without examining the raw
data distribution; and (3) we suggest visualization
strategies which expose possible data biases to the
interpretation of raw correlation values.

2 Background

2.1 Evaluating text similarity evaluation

Most common automatic metrics for evaluat-
ing summarisation like BLEU and ROUGE, and
BERTScore measure lexical overlap. In the case
of BLEU and ROUGE, this is based on n-gram
overlap, interpolated over different values of n,
and with an additional brevity penalty in the case
of BLEU. BERTScore, on the other hand, ab-
stracts away from the tokens in calculating sim-
ilarity based on contextualized embeddings of each
token in the respective documents.

While these metrics are computationally inex-
pensive, they do not penalize critical content di-
vergences (e.g. due to “hallucination” under sum-
marisation: Wang et al. (2020)) or repetitions, and
are poor at capturing meaning-critical differences
in polarity. Such shortcomings were a large part
of the motivation behind QA-based metrics such
as QuestEval, which were shown by the authors
to be more adept at evaluating factual consistency.
We note that subsequent work of Koto et al. (2022)
showed that with appropriate model and layer selec-
tion, BERTScore is actually superior in evaluating
all aspects of summary quality, including factuality.
Additionally, unlike the metrics above, QuestEval
does not require a reference summary, as it is exclu-
sively based on the consistency between document
and generated summary (although varieties of the
metric can leverage human annotations).

2.2 QuestEval

QuestEval is QA-based pipeline that generates
question–answer pairs from a source document,
and measures similarity by the proportion of those
questions which can be successfully answered
based on the target document. While in the context
of summarisation evaluation, this is based on the
source document and summary, respectively (to
test how faithfully the summary captures the con-
tent of the source document), this can be applied
to document similarity by performing the calcula-

tion in both directions and averaged. That is, for
a document pair (di, dj), separate scores can be
calculated taking each of di and dj as the source
document, and the remaining document as the tar-
get document.

QuestEval consists of a question generation
(QG) and a question answering (QA) model. In
question generation, QuestEval selects nouns and
named entities as gold-standard answers, and gener-
ates questions for them. The model generates ques-
tions for each of the nouns and name entities and
discards the ones that the QA module is not able to
answer correctly. The QuestEval metric comprises
two evaluations, which measure whether the sum-
mary contains only true information (precision),
and conversely whether it contains all important
information (recall). Both the QG and QA compo-
nents are a fine-tuned version of T5 (Raffel et al.,
2020) using SQuAD-v2 (Rajpurkar et al., 2018).
Even though SQuAD – where answers are gener-
ated based on Wikipedia paragraphs – is not com-
parable to typical summarization datasets which
consist of news articles, the original QuestEval pa-
per showed that the method is robust to the domain
shift between component pre-training data and fi-
nal application. This paper further asks whether
QuestEval extends to document similarity assess-
ment more generally, between arbitrary document
pairs.

It is worth mentioning that the typical input limit
of 512 tokens of pre-trained language models does
not affect QuestEval, because the model gener-
ates and answers questions based on pre-identified
nouns in their local context of five sentences. Thus,
there is no limit on the document length that Quest-
Eval can be applied to.

3 Experimental Setup

Here, we describe the datasets and evaluation meth-
ods we use to test QuestEval’s applicability to long
documents, as well as reliability across datasets
and reference annotations.

3.1 Data

We experiment with three datasets: (1) SummEval,
made up of article–summary pairs (long–short);
(2) ABC News, consisting of article–article pairs
(long–long); and (3) SemEval, also made up of
article–article pairs (long–long). In each case, a
given document pair is associated with one or more
ground-standard labels.



Condition Measure Data r ρ

Long–Short Coherence SummEval 0.22 0.21
Long–Short Consistency SummEval 0.41 0.33
Long–Short Fluency SummEval 0.30 0.20
Long–Short Relevance SummEval 0.35 0.31

Long–Long Doc Sim ABC News 0.33 0.10
Long–Long Doc Sim SemEval 0.77 0.74

Table 2: Pearson (r) and Spearman (ρ) correlation coef-
ficients for QuestEval scores under different data condi-
tions.

SummEval (Fabbri et al., 2021) consists of 1600
generated summaries from 16 different models gen-
erated for a random sample of 100 articles from
the CNN/DailyMail dataset (Hermann et al., 2015),
and was used in the original QuestEval publica-
tion (Scialom et al., 2021). The average length of
each generated summary and source document is
63 and 359 words respectively. Each summary was
rated by three experts and five non-experts (crowd-
workers) regarding coherence, consistency, fluency,
and relevance. In our experiments, we only use
the expert ratings for all four dimensions. Note
that coherence and fluency are intrinsically intra-
document properties, independent of the source
document. As such, QuestEval is a slightly odd
choice of method, given that it compares the source
document with the summary. In line with the orig-
inal QuestEval paper, however, we include these
results based on the hypothesis that there should
be some influence on the ability to correctly an-
swer questions if the summary lacks coherence or
fluency.

ABC News (Lee et al., 2005) consists of 1225
document-pairs, created by exhaustively pairing 50
news articles taken from the Australian Broadcast-
ing Corporation (ABC) news service. The average
article length is 86 words. Each article pair was
rated by 8-10 annotators for similarity on a five-
point scale from 1 (highly unrelated) to 5 (highly
related). In our experiments, we compare Quest-
Eval scores against the average annotated similarity
per article pair.

SemEval (Chen et al., 2022) was published as
part of SemEval-2022 Task 8: Multilingual news ar-
ticle similarity. The full dataset contains 10K pairs
of documents from 10 languages, including both
monolingual (two documents in the same language,
e.g., English) and cross-lingual (documents in dif-
ferent languages, e.g., English vs. Arabic) pairs.
Here we only use the 1348 pairs of the training

Condition Measure Data r ρ

Long–Short Coherence SummEval 0.22 0.20
Long–Short Consistency SummEval 0.37 0.30
Long–Short Fluency SummEval 0.25 0.18
Long–Short Relevance SummEval 0.33 0.30

Long–Long Doc Sim ABC News 0.11 0.06
Long–Long Doc Sim SemEval 0.77 0.72

Table 3: Pearson (r) and Spearman (ρ) correlation coef-
ficients, after removing outliers. We underline the most
drastic drops.

split where both documents are English.1 The av-
erage article length is 535 words. Document pairs
were labeled by trained annotators for a variety of
axes of similarity (tone, style, narrative, temporal
and geographical range, and entities) as well as
overall similarity. Annotations were collected on a
four-point scale from 1 (very dissimilar) to 4 (very
similar).2 In our experiments, we include only the
overall similarity score, which we correlate with
QuestEval similarity.

3.2 Validating QuestEval Scores
We obtained QuestEval scores for all three datasets
using QuestEval version 0.1.13 and calculated
the Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients
of the respective gold labels with our QuestEval
scores. We report the results in Table 2. It is widely
known that correlation scores are susceptible to
outliers (Sai et al., 2020; Mathur et al., 2020), ren-
dering the findings less robust. To assess the ro-
bustness of observed correlations, we additionally
inspect the full distributions of gold ratings and
QuestEval scores in Figure 1 in the form of ker-
nel density estimation (KDE) plots, onto which we
superimpose the regression line of best fit based
on Pearson correlation. We also include the raw
scatter plots in Appendix C for comparison.

4 Results

In analysing the results, we investigate: (1) whether
QuestEval is document-length agnostic, i.e., scales
from the original scenario of article–summary

1Noting that the script for reproducing the dataset occasion-
ally failed, so that we evaluate on 74% of the data described
in Chen et al. (2022).

2The original annotations were collected on the reverse
scale (4: most dissimilar), but we flip the scores for consis-
tency with the other results.

3The authors provide this link with the source
code to reproduce the scores reported in the paper:
https://github.com/recitalAI/QuestEval/
releases/tag/v0.1.1

https://github.com/recitalAI/QuestEval/releases/tag/v0.1.1
https://github.com/recitalAI/QuestEval/releases/tag/v0.1.1


Figure 1: Visualised correlation (heat map of raw data + correlation line) for QuestEval with several human
annotated metrics for SummEval, ABC News, and SemEval.

(long–short) similarity to estimating article–article
(long–long) similarity in terms of raw Pearson Cor-
relation scores; (2) whether QuestEval correlates
with ratings of document similarity, departing from
the dimensions of coherence, consistency, fluency,
and relevance as originally assessed; and (3) how
robust the observed Pearson and Spearman correla-
tions are across all data conditions and ground-truth
labels.

QuestEval as a measure of long document sim-
ilarity The correlation coefficients reported in
Table 2 address questions (1) and (2). The top
block in the table shows our reproduction of the
original QuestEval evaluation setup (Scialom et al.,
2021).4 Our numbers are comparable to the orig-
inal reported scores, and confirm that QuestEval
best captures consistency (i.e,. content similarity)
and to a lesser extent accounts for the other three
axes of summary quality. The bottom block of Ta-
ble 2 shows the correlation of QuestEval with the
respective manual document similarity scores in the
ABC News and SemEval datasets. Both are either
close or exceed the best evaluation score obtained
for summary evaluation, suggesting that the metric
indeed can be employed to estimate long document

4Compared to QUESTEVALWuniform
our coherence, consis-

tency, and relevance scores are 1–2 points lower and fluency
scores are 1.3 points higher than those reported in the paper.
We also include Spearman, which is not reported in the orginal
paper.

similarity. However, given the coefficient’s high
sensitivity to outliers — and consequently the dis-
tribution of reference and QuestEval scores — we
next assess the robustness of the reported score.

Robustness of QuestEval validation Validating
automatic evaluation metrics in terms of their cor-
relation to human labels seems intuitive, however,
correlation scores like Pearson are susceptible to
outliers. This is particularly pertinent in cases
where rank (or label) distributions are skewed, as
is often the case when collecting human similarity
ratings. Consider the data densities implied for the
human quality/similarity ratings in Figure 1, i.e.,
densities along the x-axis. For most metrics (with
the exception of relevance and coherence in Sum-
mEval), human labels are concentrated at one end
of the spectrum, suggesting that instances labelled
with unusual ratings are outliers and to some de-
gree atypical. We can thus achieve high Pearson
correlation scores under these highly atypical data
conditions.

Conversely, if the outliers were removed, the
correlation would drop substantially. Following
Mathur et al. (2020), we removed outliers in all
datasets based on QuestEval scores x by means of
the Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) as shown
below:

cutoff <
|x− median(x)|

MAD(x)



Data Cutoff # of Outliers

ABC News 5.5 20
SemEval 10 39
SummEval 3.5 16

Table 4: Selected cutoff parameter for each dataset for
outliers removal as well as total number of removed
outliers.

We selected a different cutoff for each of the
datasets, taking as reference box plots, and depict
cutoffs and the total amount of outliers in Table 4.
Raw scatter plots of the data including removed
outliers are illustrated in Figure 2. We report the ob-
tained results in Table 3 and show how the correla-
tions drop for all datasets. The effect is particularly
pertinent in the case of ABC News, with a drop
of about 22 absolute points in Pearson correlation.
Here, the removal of a small number of outliers
(similarity > 4.0) would reduce correlation close
to zero. On the other hand, for the SemEval 2022
documents, we observe a relatively wide spread of
human labels, and correspondingly small impact
of removing outliers, and can conclude that the
high correlation with QuestEval scores (Table 2) is
reliable.

We observe a similar trend for the best-correlated
SummEval score of Consistency, for which 89.4%
of the data points were labeled with a score >
4.0. SummEval Relevance and Coherence scores
are more evenly spread, leading to lower, albeit
much more robust, estimates of Pearson correlation.
Beyond that, we are aware that Pearson correlation
is sensitive to outliers and Spearman correlation is
less robust when the distribution happens to have
clusters. None of these metrics are perfect and
therefore it is crucial to understand the data, plot
the distributions in scatter plots and conclude how
informative are correlation coefficients.

5 Analysis and Discussion

From our results we can observe that summari-
sation evaluation metrics and more specifically,
QuestEval have utility for tasks beyond summari-
sation, especially where there is no access to gold
human annotations. In our case, we showed that
QuestEval scores do correlate with the overall news
article similarity scores of SemEval. However, this
is not the case for every metric, as we were also
able to show with dimensions like document sim-

ilarity, consistency, and fluency. Moreover, we
showed that in isolation Pearson correlation coeffi-
cients with human ratings are not a reliable signal
for the quality of an evaluation metric, due to their
sensitiveness to outliers. We recommend to visu-
alise score distributions in tandem with calculating
the correlation to ensure that it is not affected by a
minority of outliers. This is consistent with the ob-
servations of Mathur et al. (2020) in their analysis
of WMT task results. We observed that QuestEval
scores are distributed in the range of 0–1 for al-
most all datasets/measurements except for ABC
News, motivating us to look more closely at this
dataset. In the Appendix we present some examples
with high document similarities but low QuestEval
scores. While we are aware that QuestEval values
are lower than expected for those examples, the
similarity rating is also arguable. For both cases,
almost none of the entities overlap in the depicted
documents; this could be the reason why QuestEval
scores are low. We also propose to take into consid-
eration several correlation coefficients as we show
in Table 2. In addition to that, it is also important to
understand the data by plotting it to look for useful
patterns.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we investigated whether automatic
QA-based metrics for summarisation evaluation
can be adopted to compare long documents. We
also conducted a more detailed evaluation of the ro-
bustness of Pearson correlation for similarity met-
ric evaluation, and found that correlation-based
metrics need to be validated by plotting and under-
standing labels and score distributions. In future
work, we plan to extend our work to different lan-
guages.
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Kong, China. Association for Computational Lin-
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A Limitations

We are aware that our analysis may be biased be-
cause we focus only on English data. Additionally,
due to time constrains we were not able to compre-
hensively clean the SemEval data, so there may be
remnant noise.

B ABC News Examples

See Table 5 for examples where the gold-standard
similarity is high but QuestEval score is exceed-
ingly low compared to a sample of documents that
are indeed very similar and get high scores from
annotations as well as from QuestEval.

C Scatterplots

Figure 2 is a complement to the kernel density plots
of Figure 1, and presents the raw scatter plots for
the different datasets and removed outliers.



Averaged Similarity: 3.7 – QuestEval Score: 0.0004
The Bush administration has drawn up plans The Iraqi capital is agog after the violent death of
to escalate the war of words against Iraq, one of the world’s most notorious terrorists, but
with new campaigns to step up pressure the least of the Palestinian diplomat’s worries was
on Baghdad and rally world opinion behind the disposal of Abu Nidal’s body, which lay on a slab
the US drive to oust President Saddam Hussein. in an undisclosed Baghdad morgue. Abu Nidal’s
This week, the State Department will begin Fatah Revolutionary Council is held responsible for
mobilising Iraqis from across North America, the death or injury of almost 1000 people in 20
Europe and the Arab world, training them to countries across Europe and the Middle East in the
appear on talk shows, write opinion articles three decades since he fell out with Yasser Arafat
and give speeches on reasons to end President over what Abu Nidal saw as Arafat’s willingness to
Saddam’s rule. accommodate Israel in the Palestinian struggle.

Averaged Similarity: 3.9 – QuestEval Score: 0.0003
U.S. intelligence cannot say conclusively that The Iraqi capital is agog after the violent death of
Saddam Hussein has weapons of mass destruction, an one of the world’s most notorious terrorists, but
information gap that is complicating White House the least of the Palestinian diplomat’s worries was
efforts to build support for an attack on Saddam’s the disposal of Abu Nidal’s body, which lay on a slab
Iraqi regime. The CIA has advised top administration in an undisclosed Baghdad morgue. Abu Nidal’s
officials to assume that Iraq has some weapons of Fatah Revolutionary Council is held responsible for
mass destruction. But the agency has not given Presi- the death or injury of almost 1000 people in 20
dent Bush a “smoking gun,” according to U.S. intelli- countries across Europe and the Middle East in the
gence and administration officials. three decades since he fell out with Yasser Arafat

over what Abu Nidal saw as Arafat’s willingness to
accommodate Israel in the Palestinian struggle.

Averaged Similarity: 5.0 – QuestEval Score: 0.182
An Islamic high court in northern Nigeria rejected an Nigerian President Olusegun Obasanjo said he will
appeal today by a single mother sentenced to be weep if a single mother sentenced to death by stoning
stoned to death for having sex out of wedlock. for having a child out of wedlock is killed, but added
Clutching her baby daughter, Amina Lawal burst into he has faith the court system will overturn her
tears as the judge delivered the ruling. Lawal, 30, was sentence. Obasanjo’s comments late Saturday
first sentenced in March after giving birth to a appeared to confirm he would not intervene directly
daughter more than nine months after divorcing. in the case, despite an international outcry.

Table 5: Examples from ABC News with high gold-standard similarity but very low QuestEval scores compared to
an document pair having high scores in both annotations and QuestEval score.



Figure 2: Raw scatter plots of QuestEval vs. gold-standard scores for SemEval, ABC News and SummEval. Data
points in orange represent the removed outliers.


